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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 My name is Richard George Harkness.  I am a qualified planning consultant, and an 

Associate Director – Planning at AECOM New Zealand Limited (AECOM). 

 

1.2 I have a Diploma in Town and Country Planning, a BA Degree (Geography), Affiliate 

membership of the NZPI and over 25 years’ experience in planning and resource 

management.  I was employed by Hutt City Council as a Policy Planner (5 years) to help 

prepare the first proposed district plan under the Resource Management Act 1991. I 

then worked as a consultant planner in the Bay of Plenty and surrounding regions while 

employed by Alandale Associates (8 years), MWH New Zealand (4 years) prior to 

joining URS New Zealand Limited 12 years ago, which since 2015, has been owned by 

AECOM.  I am also qualified as a Resource Management Act Decision Maker under the 

Ministry for the Environment and Local Government NZ certification programme for 

Making Good Decisions.    

 

1.3 I have considerable experience with policy planning and consenting under the Resource 

Management Act 1991 (RMA or the Act).  I have assisted with many quarry related 

projects including Holcim (NZ) Limited, and Ridge Road Quarry Limited (Auckland), and 

J Swap quarries within the Bay of Plenty and Waikato regions (Hyndmans Quarry, 

Matamata Metal Supplies, Taotaotoroa Quarry, Katikati Quarry, Wautu Quarry and 

Awakeri Quarry). 

 

1.4 AECOM assisted J Swap Contractors Limited in preparing a submission and further 

submissions on Proposed Plan Change 50 (Development Concept Plan – Hobbiton 

Tourism Venue, Buckland Road, Matamata) to the Matamata-Piako District Plan 

(PPC50). The submission was lodged on 3 May 2018 (Attachment A). The further 

submissions were lodged on 20 June 2018 (Attachment B).  

 

 CODE OF CONDUCT 

 

1.5 I have read and agree to abide by the "Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses" issued by 

the Environment Court of NZ, Practice Note, 2014.  This evidence has been prepared in 

accordance with that Code.  I confirm that I have not omitted to consider material facts 

that I am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express and that 

this evidence is within my area of expertise.  The evidence I am giving is within my area 

of expertise, except where I state I am relying on the opinion or evidence of other 

witnesses.  I understand it is my duty to assist the Commissioner(s) impartially on 

relevant matters within my area of expertise. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

 

2.1 I am presenting this planning evidence in support of the submission and further 

submissions by J Swap Contractors Limited (J Swap) lodged with Matamata-Piako 

District Council (MPDC) to PPC50.  J Swap also reserve the right to present further 

comment in support of their submission and further submissions. 

 

2.2 The Swap Group of companies has had a long association in contracting, quarrying, 

heavy haulage, bulk storage and stockfeed supplies. In particular, J Swap has a long 

association with the Matamata Piako District, with the company being founded in 1937 

through river gravel extraction within the District. The Company head office, transport 

depot, bulk stores, workshop and contracting yard is located in Matamata township, 

serving as the base for the company operations.  Closer to the Hobbiton Movie set, the J 

Swap Taotaoroa Quarry is located approximately 5 km away; and is the largest of the 

ten hard rock quarries that are run by J Swap, and involves the most traffic movements 

to and from site.  

 

2.3 Accordingly, J Swap is committed to seeing the best for Matamata and the surrounding 

district, as a local business, employment generator, and local economy contributor.  

 

2.4 J Swap generally supports PPC50 given the positive impacts on the District that the 

tourism venture has generated. J Swaps submission and further submissions were 

generally concerned with the lack of physical mitigation proposed for local roads and 

intersections that will be affected by the proposed plan change, the impact on the 

infrastructure currently in place particularly in the Matamata town centre and surrounds, 

and how these improvements will be provided for and/or funded. 

 

2.5 In preparing my evidence, I have reviewed the following details and documents: 

(a) J Swaps submission and further submissions 

(b) Section 42A Report – Proposed Plan Change 50 to the Matamata Piako 

District Plan (March 2019) (including relevant parts of Appendix A, B and C) 

(c) Relevant provisions of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) 

 

2.6 My evidence focuses on the J Swap submission and further submission relating to the 

following aspects of PPC50: 

 Significant Resource Management Issues; 
 

 Objectives and policies; 
 

 Roading Hierarchy; and  
 

 Development Concept Plan Provisions.  
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3. DISCUSSION 

 
Significant Resource Management Issues: 

3.1 J Swap (Point # 14.2.7) supported the addition of wording to Section 2.3 ‘Significant 

Resource Management Issues’ to articulate the types of measures that may be used to 

“avoid, remedy and mitigate the localised environmental effects of tourist attractions.” 

Examples included physical improvements to the roading network, and provisions under 

the Council’s Development Contributions policy or a targeted rate.  

 

3.2 I note that this submission point is accepted in Appendix A of the Section 42A report 

(page 5) and that this change is reflected in Appendix B of the Section 42A report (page 

1). As such J Swap supports the insertion of a new section 2.3.9 ‘Tourism’ as provided 

for in Appendix B of the Section 42A report (page 1): 

Add the following bullet point to Section 2.3 ‘Significant Resource Management Issues’: 
“2.3.9 Tourism 

 Enabling the growth of the District’s tourism industry is important to maximise the value 

of tourist expenditure within the District which has flow on effects throughout the 
District’s economy. A significant resource management issue that the District Plan must 
address is seeking to encourage tourism whilst ensuring that adequate measures are in 
place to avoid, remedy and mitigate the localised environmental effects of tourist 
attractions including: 

o Improvements to the District’s road network, infrastructure networks and community 

facilities utilised by the tourists; and: 

o Considering making provision within the Council’s Development Contributions Policy under 

the Local Government Act 2002 for the purpose of recovering from those undertaking 
development related to tourism, a fair, equitable, and proportionate portion of the total 
costs of capital expenditure necessary to service growth of tourism: 

o or a targeted rate under the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 to fund the District‐wide 

impact of tourism growth.” 

 

Policies: 

3.3 J Swap (Point # 14.2.7) proposed that an additional policy be included in the proposed 

plan change which recognised the impact of major tourist attractions on the wider 

community including increased traffic movements throughout the District; particularly the 

town centre, and impacts on other infrastructure that may be utilised by tourists. 

 
3.4 I note that this submission point is accepted in Appendix A of the Section 42A report 

(page 5) and that this change is reflected in Appendix B of the Section 42A report (page 

2 - 3). As such J Swap supports the insertion of the new policies P3 and P4 in Section 

2.4 related to Tourism: 

P2   Development Concept Plans shall be used for major tourist attractions to recognise their 
significance to the District whilst managing the adverse effects of tourism developments. 
 
P3   The impact of major tourist attractions shall include consideration of adverse effects on the wider 
community including increased traffic movements on the District’s road network, adverse effects on 
amenity values, and the impact on town centres, community facilities, and other infrastructure utilised 
by tourists.  
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P4   Methods to avoid, remedy, or mitigate the adverse effects of tourist attractions shall include 
consideration of: 

 physical improvements to the road network, infrastructure, and community facilities utilised by 
tourists,  

 provision within the Council’s Development Contributions Policy under the Local Government 
Act 2002 for the purpose of recovering from those undertaking development related to tourism, 
a fair, equitable, and proportionate portion of the total costs of capital expenditure necessary to 
service growth of tourism:  

 or a targeted rate under the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 to fund the Districtwide 
impact of tourism growth. 

  

Roading Hierarchy: 
 

3.5 J Swap (Point # 14.2.8, 14.4.5, 14.5.5, and FS #14.3.4) supported the eastern end of 

Buckland Road and also Puketutu Road being classified as a Collector Road under Rule 

9.1.1 Roading Hierarchy clause (i)(c), by adding the following rows, as recommended in 

the s 42A Report: 

 

 

3.1 J Swap (Point # 14.2.7 & 8) also sought that further consideration be given to roading 

improvements, including the provision of double lanes, road straightening works, and 

funding mechanisms; as well considering other local roads and intersections to ensure 

physical improvements (e.g. road straightening, widening, safe turning provisions) were 

also considered for the following roads (both within the Matamata-Piako and Waipa 

Districts):  

(a) Western end of Buckland Road; 

(b) Karapiro Road;  

(c) State Highway 29/Puketutu/Hopkins intersections; 

(d) State Highway 29/Taotaoroa Road intersection;  

(e) State Highway 29/Karapiro RoadPuketutu/Hopkins intersections. 

 

3.2 I acknowledge that this submission point is ‘accepted in part’ in Appendix A of the 

Section 42A report (page 19) with amendments proposed to PPC50 to require additional 

improvements to Buckland Road East, and noting that a number of improvements have 

already been implemented by the applicant and MPDC. 
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3.3 I also recognise that state highway related intersections are managed by NZTA, and fall 

within their jurisdiction to manage safety, capacity and funding of roading upgrades 

necessary; and that the western area of this local roading network and some of the 

intersections fall within Waipa District Council jurisdiction.  Hence MPDC is reliant on 

work being undertaken by NZTA or a different territorial authority.  This matter can then 

be addressed by way of a ‘cross boundary’ matter, pursuant to s75(2)(f) RMA where 

MPDC can identify a process to address roading improvements on roads common to 

both territorial authorities.   

 

3.4 In my opinion, such cross boundary issues should be investigated further, and on an 

ongoing basis - in conjunction with NZTA initiatives for state highway improvement 

works, and Waipa District Council upgrades to local roads to the west of Hobbiton. 

 

3.5 Although J Swap’s submission point requesting physical improvements to the 

carriageway of Buckland Road West was rejected, J Swap supports the other proposed 

amendments to PPC50, as set out in Appendix B and in the Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) between MPDC and Rings Scenic Tours Ltd to require additional 

road marking and road safety signage along Buckland Road (Appendix B of the Section 

42A report (Performance Standard 1.1.7, page 8 - 10). 

 

3.6 Specifically 1.1.7 (j) ‘The upgrading of the affected road network, including signage, road 

improvements, traffic and pedestrian safety measures and road markings shall be 

implemented and maintained in accordance with the Memorandum of Agreement (MoU) 

between the Matamata-Piako District Council and Rings Scenic Tours Ltd yet to be 

dated. The terms of the MoU shall be binding on any successors of Rings Scenic Tours 

Ltd that take over the responsibility of Site Operator’.  

 

3.7 The description of the works are set out in Schedule 1 of the MOU; and a signage 

strategy is provided for under Schedule 2 of the MOU (provided on page 66 of the 

Integrated Traffic Assessment, January 2018, prepared by Bloxam Burnett & Olliver Ltd 

as part of the application for the proposed plan change). In addition Appendix 1 of the 

MOU provides the drawings of the proposed safety improvements for Buckland Road. 

 

3.8 In this regard, I recognise the intention to incorporate the MOU provisions within the 

district plan; and I would seek clarification on whether this is under Part 3, s 30(1)(c) of 

Schedule 1 of the RMA for ‘Incorporation of documents by reference in plans and 

proposed plans’; which is used where the technical matters are too large or impractical 

to include in the district plan.  Under Part 3, s 30(3) of Schedule 1 of the RMA, any such 

material incorporated by reference in a plan (or proposed plan) has legal effect.   
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3.9 However, I would question whether this is the most effective mechanism.  Should any 

MOU provisions require updating, or further (future) change(s), or require final designs 

and/or interpretation of what is required, then it is not clear if this is undertaken by way 

of a plan change process under the RMA.  In my opinion, there may well be a simpler 

way to achieve the outcome sought – and that is by using the actual wording from the 

MOU within the plan provisions, without describing this as an MOU itself; with clear 

descriptions of what is expected.  

 
3.10 J Swap supported the use of vehicle movements as the tool to measure and manage 

the number of visitors to the site. I note that the s42A report identifies that the 

Transportation Review (Appendix C of the s42A report) recommends that a cap is an 

appropriate control (page 25, s42A report).  Therefore J Swap supports the addition of 

performance standards ‘1.1.7 k, 1.1.7 l, and 1.1.7 m’: 

 
k) Total trip generation resulting from all activities undertaken at the DCP site shall not exceed 387,000 
trips per calendar year. 
 
l)  Peak trip generation resulting from all activities undertaken at the DCP site shall not exceed a maximum 
peak of 2,084 trips within any 24 hour period starting at 6am and finishing at 6am on the following day. 
 
m)  The Site Operator shall accurately monitor and record daily, weekly, monthly and annual trip 
generation by vehicle type (i.e. split between light vehicles, buses, and heavy commercial vehicles) and 
shall make the records available to the Matamata Piako District Council as part of the Site Management 
and Monitoring Plan and upon request. 
 

 

3.11 J Swap also supports performance standards ‘1.1.7 n and 1.1.7 o’ which guide visitors 

to use the eastern end of Buckland Road, and not the western roads: 

 
n) The Site Operator shall ensure that vehicles under its direct control including Hobbiton staff and tour 
buses and deliveries avoid the use of: 
• the section of Buckland Road west of the DCP site; 
• Rangitanuku Road. 
 
o) The Site Operator shall at all times use all reasonable endeavours and shall take such steps as 
are practicable to: 
• discourage Hobbiton traffic from using the section of Buckland Road west of the DCP site; and: 
• encourage Hobbiton traffic to use the eastern section of Buckland Road; and: 
• discourage Hobbiton traffic from using Rangitanuku Road. 
 
Such measures shall include but shall not necessarily be limited to: 
(i) Sending out annual notices to all tour bus operators reminding them that the recommended travel route 
is via the eastern end of Buckland Road and that Rangitanuku Road should be avoided. 
(ii) Placing advisory information on the Site Operator’s website. 
(iii) Printing advisory information on booking tickets. 
(iv) Maintaining advisory signage at the Precinct 1 vehicle exit. 
(v) Requesting internet‐based mapping sites to direct Hobbiton traffic via the eastern end of Buckland 
Road and via the state highway network so as to avoid Rangitanuku Road. 
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Other Development Concept Plan Provisions: 

 
3.12 J Swap supported the provision of limited on-site accommodation and noted that this 

would potentially alleviate the concerns of local residents in terms of overnight parking 

that currently occurs in the local area. As such J Swap supports the inclusion of 

performance standard 1.1.16 in Appendix B of the Section 42A report (page 16). 

 

3.13 J Swap supported the addition of a performance standard to ensure that parking is 

within the site rather than the road reserve. As such J Swap supports the amendments 

to performance standard 1.1.7 i in Appendix B of the Section 42A report (page 9). 

 

3.14 J Swap supports the addition of performance standard 1.1.15 c regarding vehicle 

movements associated with earthworks, construction and/or development avoiding the 

deposit of dirt or loose materials onto the carriageway (Appendix B of the Section 42A 

report, page 15).  This measure is intended to ensure no hazard to the travelling public 

and aligns with the traffic safety concerns that J Swap has raised regarding the PPC50.   

 

3.15 J Swap supports the addition of performance standards 1.1.17, 1.1.18, and 1.1.19 

(Appendix B of the Section 42A report, page 16 - 17).  J Swap had submitted in favour 

of a traffic management plan in relation to events and also sought that notification be 

provided to J Swaps regarding the date, time and type of events. It is anticipated that the 

Site Management and Monitoring Plan will assist in this regard, combined with the 

community liaison.  

 
4. CONCLUSION:  

 

4.1 J Swap has a very long history in this area, and is committed to seeing the best for 

Matamata and the surrounding district, as a local business, generator for employment, 

and contributor to the local economy. 

 

4.2 J Swap has their offices in Matamata and owns Taotaoroa Quarry, near the Hobbiton 

Movie set.  Any significant increase in visitor numbers in Matamata and associated 

traffic movements generated by the Hobbiton Movie set affects the town facilities and 

local roading network.   

 

4.3 The concern is twofold for J Swap.  Firstly, there is a safety risk of incidents where 

visitors from out of town/overseas are not familiar with local roads, corners, appropriate 

speeds and local conditions.  Secondly, the impact of increased traffic on local roads will 

lead to ongoing maintenance issues and upgrades being required. 
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4.4 While J Swap generally supports PPC50, given the positive impacts on the District that 

the tourism venture has generated, J Swaps seeks that through PPC50, the district plan 

provides appropriate mechanisms to address the following aspects: 

(a) Impacts on the Matamata town facilities identified, and adequately addressed 

by increased development at Hobbiton; 

(b) Schedule of works required for local road maintenance, upgrades and safety 

improvements on all local roads and intersections surrounding Hobbiton, 

including: 

 Buckland Road – East and West. 

 Puketutu Road. 

 Hopkins Road. 

 State Highway 29. 

 Taotaoroa Road. 

 Todd Road. 

 Karapiro Road. 

 
(c) Effective funding established for local road maintenance, upgrades and safety 

improvements; and  

(d) Appropriate funding contributions provided for town centre and local road 

maintenance and improvements from Hobbiton Movie set. 

 

4.5 The s 42 A Report identifies how these outcomes (set out above) can be achieved, 

through the amendments now proposed to PPC50.  These recommended amendments 

are shown in Appendix B to the Hearing Report; and supported by J Swap, as follows: 

(a) Section 2.3 Significant Resource Management Issues – additional text to 

address localised environmental effects of tourist attractions, including impacts 

on road network, infrastructure and community facilities; and also the 

mechanism under LGA to recover funds from those undertaking tourism related 

development, or a targeted rate to fund District-wide impact of tourism.  

(b) Section 2.4: 9.O1 Tourism Outcome sought – to provide for sustainable tourism 

growth while addressing adverse effects on the environment (no change). 

(c) Section 2.4.9 Policy 2 – additional Policy 3 to address adverse effects of major 

tourist attractions (increased traffic, amenity values, and impact on town centre 

and community facilities/infrastructure). 

(d) Section 2.4.9 Policy 2 – additional Policy 4 to identify methods to address 

adverse effects of tourist attractions, including the mechanism under LGA to 

recover funds from those undertaking tourism related development, or a 

targeted rate to fund District-wide impact of tourism. 

(e) Rule 9.1.1 Roading Hierarchy, clause (i)(c) Collector Roads (Buckland Road 

east, and Puketutu Road). 
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4.6 Accordingly, J Swap seeks that recommended changes be adopted through PPC50 into 

the MPDC district plan provisions, and that further consideration be given to cross 

boundary issues relating to roading improvements required at state highway 

intersections and roads to the west of Hobbiton within Waipa District Council. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------- 
Richard George Harkness  
Associate Director - Planner 
AECOM New Zealand Limited  
1 April 2019 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS   

 
Attachment A: J Swap Submission 

Attachment B: J Swap Further Submission 
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Attachment A: J Swap Submission 
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Attachment B: J Swap Further Submission 

 

   







Submission on Proposed Private Plan Change 50

Development Concept Plan for Hobbiton Movie Set, Buckland Road, Matamata

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This is a submission made by J Swap Contractors Ltd to Proposed Plan Change 50 (“PPC50”) pursuant to clause 6 of the Schedule One of the Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA).

The Swap Group of companies (J Swap) has had a long association in contracting, quarrying, heavy haulage, bulk storage and stockfeed supplies. J Swap has
a long association with the Matamata Piako District, with the company being founded in 1937 through river gravel extraction within the District. Company
head office, transport depot, bulk stores, workshop and contracting yard is located in Matamata township. This serves as base for the company operations
Nationwide and within the District.

Closer to the Hobbiton Movie set, the J Swap Taotaoroa Quarry is located approximately 5 km away. Taotaoroa Quarry is the largest of the ten hard rock
quarries that are run by J Swap and involves the most traffic movements to and from site.

Accordingly the roading network in and around Matamata township and the wider District is used extensively for the whole range of business purposes.

In general terms our submission is concerned with the lack of physical mitigation proposed for wider roads and intersections that will be affected by the
proposed plan change, the impact on the infrastructure currently in place particularly in the Matamata town centre and surrounds and how these
improvements will be provided for and or funded.

By and large the major contributor to tourism within Matamata Township is the Hobbiton Movie Set, as represented by advertising and the conversion of
the town information centre to resemble part of the movie set. Overall this is positive for the town. However capacity in certain parts of the town and wider
roading network is being strained or pushed towards its maximum reasonable, safe or enjoyable use.

Enabling further tourists to arrive, especially at peak times (e.g. lunchtime) without additional capacity, will create effects that are at a level unacceptable to
those residents and other through traffic users (J Swap and others), whom also need to use those facilities. Ultimately without acceptable facilities, the
tourist experience will also decline, as capacity of current infrastructure should grow with additional growth in volume.

Please see our submission points in the following table. Please note that the page references are made in relation to Schedule 2 of Proposed Plan Change
50: Proposed Changes to the Matamata-Piako District Plan.



SUBMISSION POINTS

Page No. Reference Support/Oppose Decision Sought (additions underlined) Reasons
56 Section 2.3

‘Significant
Resource
Management
Issues’
AND
Section 2.4:
9.O1 Tourism
Outcome
sought

Support in part Enabling the growth of the tourism industry is
supported. However it is unclear what
measures have been considered to “avoid,
remedy and mitigate the localised
environmental effects of tourist
attractions.” We would support the addition
of wording that clearly articulated the types
of measures that would be considered. For
example physical improvements to the
roading network and provisions within the
Council’s Development Contributions Policy.

Tourist attractions generate additional impacts not
only in relation to a particular site but also on the
wider roading network. It is unclear how these effects
will be mitigated or how they will be funded. We
acknowledge that on site effects will be addressed
through either the proposed provisions in the plan
change or through a resource consent. However the
increase in tourists to the Matamata-Piako District will
also place greater strain on the infrastructure network
within the town centre and surrounds. This includes
effects on parking, traffic flows, public toilets and
other community facilities. These effects should be
recognised through the plan change and adequate
funding provided to require increased, and or,
upgraded facilities, either through the direct addition
of new facilities by the applicant, Council’s
Development Contributions Policy or the addition of a
specific rate for tourist attractions.

57 Section 2.4:9
Policy 2

Support in part This policy is supported in part. We propose
that an additional policy is included in the
proposed plan change which recognises the
impact of major tourist attractions on the
wider community and the specific matters to
be considered. This would include
consideration of increased traffic movements
throughout the District; particularly the town
centre, and impacts on other infrastructure
that may be utilised by tourists.

As it currently stands Policy 2 allows consideration of
the importance of major tourist attractions to the
District and consideration of the effects of the
development concept plan. It is unclear whether this
provides for a more holistic view to be considered of
the effects that these attractions may have on the
wider community and the infrastructure within areas
such as the town centre.



Page No. Reference Support/Oppose Decision Sought (additions underlined) Reasons
57 - 58 Rule 9.1.1

‘Roading
hierarchy’
clause (i)(c)
‘Collector
roads’

Support in part The proposed plan change has identified
several physical improvements for the
eastern end of Buckland Road. We would
support the addition of physical road
carriageway (for example road straightening)
improvements within both the eastern and
western end of Buckland Road and for further
consideration to be given to the impact of the
increased traffic movements on surrounding
roads and the intersections with the State
Highway network (both within the Matamata-
Piako and Waipa Districts).

Increased traffic movements are one of the main
effects that will be created by the inclusion of
Hobbiton as a Development Concept Plan. The site has
seen a significant increase in visitor numbers and this
is set to increase (based on the numbers proposed as a
permitted activity). The impact of this increase should
result in improvements to other parts of the roading
network within the vicinity of Hobbiton. This is
particularly prevalent with foreign tourist drivers using
rural roads that are poor in nature and not previously
designed for the traffic volumes and type of use
anticipated. Where these tourist drivers interact with
heavy vehicles, such as road trucks, road safety for
both parties can be compromised.   Examples include
the western end of Buckland Road and the
intersections with State Highway 29 at Puketutu Road
and Taotaoroa Road and Kapapiro Road with State
Highway 1.  Adequate funding for these improvements
should be included in the consideration of the
Development Concept Plan or through another
mechanism to ensure that the costs are predominantly
borne by the proposed plan change applicant
(internalised) and not the wider community
(externalised).
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